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This book introduces Green Economics to the general reader!

The work of the Green Economics Institute (GEI) has given rise to the global movement known as Green Economics. It was the aim and the achievement of The Green Economics Institute to turn the vision of a few campaigners and innovators into a massive global movement for change, one which has been taken up by almost all global transnational institutions and governments.

It brings together authors from all over the globe from all walks of life and is a really good general introduction.

This book is well suited for students, campaigners, policy makers, & anyone with an interest in global issues such as environmental change, gender, climate change, biodiversity loss, species extinction, policy, methodology, philosophy of economics, new forms of economics, government in an age of austerity, and responses to energy, jobs and green career challenges.

Offers perspectives from people all over the world, with a variety of backgrounds

Book Overview: 5 parts. No. of pages 300 approx. ISBN 9781907543029

Part 1: Concepts: establishing the Green Economics discipline: what is green economics and how it can make a difference

Part 2: Developments in Green Economics: essays on the development and background of green economics as a discipline, issues and philosophy in green economics, and the green economics response to environmental and economic crises.


Part 4: Green Economics and Education: pedagogy and the importance of teaching young people

Part 5: Case Studies: Green economics in action in Ethiopia, Women’s unequal pay, Green jobs and green careers, Galapagos and China.

Order Your Copy Now!

RRP £30.00+PP, Students and unwaged 2 for one +P&P
please ask about our special offers!

Order this book from The Green Economics Institute
greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com
www.greeneconomics.org.uk

Green Economics, the economics of caring and sharing and supporting each other! Ground-breaking new ideas!
The Green Economics Reader

Bringing the latest ideas from leading Green Economists, and green professionals, and philosophers on environmental change, scientific theory and philosophy in Green Economics. Green Economics as a discipline is described, to the reader and the book provides with well-thought out practical answers to existing and future problems by incorporating knowledge and complex interactions into an exciting and up to the minute understanding of the issues that the world is facing.

This book is the first volume to bring these core ideas to the general reader and to provide an insight into the development, theory and features of Green Economics.

Green Economics is an entirely new and exciting discipline or school of economics. It is based on a completely innovative assessment of the problems, options and solutions available to society, which is needed to deal with the challenges of the rapidly changing fragile and vulnerable physical and social environments, which we face. It is a beacon of hope for addressing the related crises of climate, biodiversity loss, species extinction and the global economic downturn.

Green Economics is an entirely new and exciting discipline or school of economics. It is based on a completely innovative assessment of the problems, options and solutions available to society to deal with the challenges of ever more rapidly changing complex, fragile and vulnerable physical and social environments.

It is the one beacon of hope for addressing the related crises of climate, biodiversity loss, species extinction and the global economic downturn. Green Economics also highlights the need for a progressive approach involving the complex mesh of both social and environmental justice as the key to solving the economic, social and environmental issues of the 21st century.

Editor’s Biography: Miriam Kennet is CEO, director and co-founder of the Green Economics Institute and the founder and editor of the International Journal of Green Economics. She is a member of the Environmental Change Institute, Oxford University. She was recently was named as one of the 100 most powerful unseen women making change globally at a ceremony in London.

Writers include: Naomi Baster (Scotland -Orkney), Katie Black (UK), Sophie Billington, (UK), Rosita Bujokaita, (Lithuania) Michele S. Gale De Oliveira (USA and Brasil), Volker Heinemann (UK and Germany), Kristina Jociute (Lithuania), Miriam Kennet (UK), Mahalet Alemayehu Mekonnen (Ethiopia), Jack Reardon (USA) Oliver Tickell (UK) Miriam Prasse (Germany), Sandra Ries (Denmark and New Zealand), Grit Silberstein (Galapagos, Ecuador and Germany), Enrico Tezza (Italy), Jeff Turk (Belgium and Slovenia), Professor Lu Wei (China).

Green Economics, the economics of caring and sharing and supporting each other! 

Ground-breaking new ideas from the Green Economics Institute

greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com